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Abstract—Base stations (BSs) deployment and traffic spatial
distribution play crucial roles in network design and resource
management. Actually, the BSs deployment and traffic spatial
distribution are dually coupled, since BSs are built up to fulfill the
traffic demand while data traffic is transmitted to mobile users
through BSs. In this paper, basing on large-scale measurement
data, we firstly show that both BSs deployment and traffic spatial
distribution better follow an α-Stable distribution. Specifically,
we study the statistical relationship between BSs density and
traffic spatial density, which exhibits strong linear dependence
for each cellular network generation. Furthermore, according to
the slope parameter embedded in the linear regression model, we
make a bold but reasonable assumption about the real network
configuration evolution pattern, which is concretely manifested
by the real transition from 2G to 3G and even 4G.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the popularity of smart portable devices, the demand
of cellular data traffic has been increasing rapidly. The Cisco
white paper [1] points out that the overall mobile data traffic
by 2019 is expected to be a tenfold increase over 2014. To
solve the challenges caused by the explosive growth of data
traffic, mobile operators have been setting up serveral million
base stations (BSs) [2]. Actually, BSs deployment and traffic
spatial distribution are fundamentally important but tough
issues throughout the long-term evolution of cellular networks.
Thus it is imperative to fully understand BSs and traffic spatial
distribution as well as statistical relationship between them.

Due to the diverse geographical environment and human
social activities (i.e., clustered behaviors, periodic mobility,
etc.), traffic in cellular networks expresses dynamic char-
acteristics in spatial dimension [3]. In early time, spatial
distribution of cellular traffic, which is served by each BS
in a specific time interval, was studied in [4]. With high
non-uniformity across different cells, [5] and [6] adopted log-
normal distribution to capture traffic density variability instead
of traffic. Moreover, burstiness, long-range dependence (LRD)
and heavy-tailed properties of broadband wired network traffic
have been discovered, and α-Stable model with the above
three features was used in [7], [8]. The latest literature [9],
first applied α-Stable distribution to model aggregated traffic

traces within BSs in the field of cellular networks. Besides
traffic spatial distribution itself, its impact on BSs deployment
cannot be ignored. In real network scenarios, the locations of
BSs are usually coupled with the requirements of subscribers
that often exhibit group users’ behavior [10]. Also, BSs
deployment has been evolving towards the direction of being
constantly adapting to the traffic spatial distribution. Recently,
poisson point process (PPP) model based on the theory of
stochastic geometry [11] has been employed to study the BSs
spatial distribution. Meanwhile, Geyer saturation process [12],
Poisson cluster process [13], and two-tier PPP [10] have also
been proposed to reflect the clustering property of BSs which
keeps pace with the social clustering behaviours. Although
the above models could provide mathematical tractability in
the networking performance evaluation, they failed to reveal
the intrinsic heavy-tailed feature of BSs deployment under the
influence of traffic spatial distribution. In consideration of this
situation, [14] gave a detailed analysis about the heavy-tailed
property of BSs deployment and applied α-Stable distribution
to describe it.

Moreover, the increasing deployment of dense small cells
and multi-tier networking heterogeneity causes the cellular
network topology much more complicated than before. Al-
though there have already existed numerous substantial works
about the traffic spatial distribution and BSs deployment, the
relevant statistical models derived from the former cellular
architecture may be impractical to fully reflect the ongoing
network evolution. Therefore, by means of analyzing the
intrinsic relationship between BSs density and traffic spatial
density, we aim to go beyond the temporary changing of
network facility, and obtain a deep-level understanding on the
fundamental patterns of cellular network evolution in the long
term. Previous work like [15], with less BSs and traffic records,
adopted saturation model to describe the correlations between
the two quantities (i.e., BSs density and traffic spatial density)
in urban areas. This result, however, conflicts with the general
awareness that BSs distribution and traffic distribution incline
to vary consistently.



TABLE I
THE DATASET INFORMATION.

Attributes City A City B
Network
Type 2G cellular network 3G cellular network
Sample
Region Urban1 Rural1 Urban2 Rural2
Size 25×25 km2 30×35 km2 20×25 km2 40×30 km2

No.of BSs 1061macrocells
847microcells

312macrocells
86microcells 934microcells 467microcells

In this paper, we reveal that both BSs density and traffic spa-
tial density can be much more precisely fitted by an α-Stable
distribution, and they mutually are linearly correlated. This
result, differing from the recommendation by [15], shows that
BSs density and traffic spatial density have almost identical
distribution feature. Furthermore, it is verified that a newly
defined parameter (i.e., slope k), indicating the needed BSs
per unit spatial traffic, can be used to assess the performance
of a planned cellular network architecture and forebode net-
work evolution tendency. Practically, this paper would help
the operators design network topology more effectively and
economically.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we present a brief description on real data and mathematical
background. Section III focuses on the analysis of the statis-
tical relationship between BSs deployment and traffic spatial
distribution. In the end, we summarize the paper in Section
IV.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Dataset Description

The measurement data used in this paper is obtained from a
commercial mobile operator in China. The dataset, collected
from two kinds of networks (i.e., 2G and 3G cellular net-
works), includes traffic and BSs information of City A and
City B. The data traffic is measured in the unit of bytes
that each BS transmits to the covered users in one-hour
interval. BSs information mainly involves geographic location
(i.e., longitude, latitude, etc.) and BS type (i.e., macrocell or
microcell). The corresponding details are depicted in Table I.

Specifically, we convert the longitude and latitude values of
each BS to X, Y coordinates, and plot the actual geographic
location on an 2D coordinate plane as shown in Fig. 1 and
Fig. 2. Meanwhile, according to the real city structure, four
sample regions named Urban1, Rural1, Urban2 and Rural2 are
selected. Obviously, BSs density in rural area is far smaller
than that in urban area. Moreover, most BSs in rural area
exhibit spatial sparsity. On the contrary, BSs are aggregated
densely in urban area, especially in some hotspots.

B. Mathematical Background

α-Stable model with the property of burstiness, LRD and
heavy-tailed distribution, manifests itself in the capability to
characterize the distribution of normalized sums of a relatively
large number of independent identically distributed random
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Fig. 1. BS location (red dot) in City A. Two sample regions in blue rectangle
are denoted by ’Urban1’ and ’Rural1’, respectively.
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Fig. 2. BS location (red dot) in City B. Two sample regions in blue rectangle
are denoted by ’Urban2’ and ’Rural2’, respectively.

variables [16]. Since the probability density function (PDF)
is unknown in closed form for most stable distributions, α-
Stable distribution is generally specified by its characteristic
function.
Definition 1. A random variable X is said to obey α-Stable
model if there are parameters 0 < α ≤ 2, σ ≥ 0, −1 ≤ β ≤
1, and µ ∈ R such that its characteristic function is of the
following form:

φ(ω) = E(exp jωX)

= exp {−σα|ω|α (1− jβ(sgn(ω))Φ) + jµω} ,
(1)

with Φ is given by

Φ =


tan

πα

2
, α 6= 1;

− 2

π
ln |ω|, α = 1.

(2)

Here, the function E(·) represents the expectation operation
with respect to a random variable. α is called the characteristic
exponent and indicates the index of stability, while β is iden-
tified as the skewness parameter. α and β together determine
the shape of the model. Moreover, σ and µ are called scale and
shift parameters, respectively. Specifically, if α = 2, α-Stable
model reduces to Gaussian distribution.

Usually, it’s challenging to prove whether a dataset follows
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Fig. 3. The results after fitting BSs density to α-Stable distribution in City
A and City B, when sampling window size equals 3×3 km2.
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Fig. 4. The results after fitting traffic spatial density to α-Stable distribution
in City A and City B, when sampling window size equals 3×3 km2.

a specific distribution, especially for α-Stable model without
a closed-form expression for the PDF. Therefore, when a
dataset is said to satisfy α-Stable model, it usually means the
dataset is consistent with the hypothetical distribution and the
corresponding properties. In other words, the validation needs
to firstly estimate the parameters of α-Stable model based on
the given dataset, and then compare the real distribution of the
dataset with the estimated α-Stable model [8].

TABLE II
THE PARAMETER FITTING RESULTS IN THE α-STABLE MODELS

Object Attribute Parameters
α(Stability) β(Skewness) σ(Scale) µ(Shift)

BSs
density

City A 0.6875 0.8404 0.1363 0.0020
City B 0.8416 1 0.2274 -0.7463

Traffic
spatial density

City A 0.4000 1 5.6098 -0.6105
City B 0.8726 0.9142 20.9976 -63.9075

III. THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN BSS DEPLOYMENT
AND TRAFFIC SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION

A. Spatial Distribution of BSs and Traffic

Humans with similar social behaviours tend to live together,
which leads to various traffic hotspots and causes BSs to be
deployed densely as clusters in the corresponding areas. [3]
pointed out that less than 10% of the subscribers generate
90% of the traffic load while 10% of the base stations carry
50%-60 % of the traffic load, which demonstrates significant
traffic imbalance and BSs inhomogeneity in cellular networks.
Hence, based on the dataset described in Section II-A, we aim
to reveal the inhomogeneity of BSs and traffic distributions.

Firstly, a square sampling window W with size S, is
selected randomly. Then, we compute the number of BSs
(NS,BS) within this window and that of the aggregated data
traffic (TS,TR). Thus, one tuple (NS,BS, TS,TR) is recorded for
each sampling experiment, and the same procedure is repeated
10000 times to obtain enough tuple records. Accordingly, BSs
density (λBS) and traffic spatial density (λTR) are identified
as follows:

λBS =
NS,BS

S
,

λTR =
TS,TR

S
.

(3)

Considering the real situations that heavy-tailed phe-
nomenon does exist in BSs and traffic spatial distributions,
we take α-Stable distribution as the fitting candidate. Based
on the statement in Section II-B, the parameters of α-Stable
model are firstly estimated and the results are listed in Table
II. Afterwards, we use the α-Stable model, produced by
the aforementioned estimated parameters, to generate some
random variable, and compare the induced PDF with the exact
(empirical) one. Therefore, as shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, after
fitting an α-Stable distribution to BSs density and traffic spatial
density in City A (sampling window size is 3×3 km2), they
both better obey the α-Stable distributions obviously (similar
to the findings in [7], [14]). In City B, α-Stable distribution
is also applicable.

B. Linear Dependence Between BSs Density and Traffic Spa-
tial Density

Geographic limitations, as well as city structure, lead to
the differences of population and traffic demand in diverse
regions. Accordingly, the mobile operators adapt their BSs to
where the subscribers generate the most traffic. In other words,
BSs density is closly related to traffic spatial density. In this
section, we will check whether there is any intrinsic correlation
between the two quantities.

To ease illustration, Urban1 is taken as an representative
example. With the sampling window size being 5×5 km2,
then fitting results are depicted in Fig. 5(b). Evidently, BSs
density and traffic spatial density exhibit strong linearity
regardless of the BS type. Besides the visual observation, R-
square (R2) value is also adopted as a performance metric to
evaluate the goodness of fit. The closer is the R2 value to



TABLE III
FITTING PARAMETERS OF DIFFERENT GEOGRAPHIC SCENARIOS.

Urban1 Rural1

BS type
Sampling
Window

Size (km2)
k R2 k R2

macrocell
3×3 0.0226 0.9609 0.0258 0.9887
5×5 0.0241 0.9890 0.0261 0.9970
7×7 0.0246 0.9977 0.0262 0.9956

microcell
3×3 0.3916 0.9245 0.3161 0.8357
5×5 0.4029 0.9503 0.2919 0.8739
7×7 0.4196 0.9638 0.3060 0.8737

1, the better is the goodness of fit. From Table III, the R2

value of macrocell and microcell equals 0.9890 and 0.9503,
respectively. Therefore, linear regression model is reasonable
to characterize the spatial correlation between BSs deployment
and traffic spatial distribution, which can be stated as follows:

λBS = kλTR + t. (4)

Here, k is a linear slope value that represents the needed
number of BSs per unit spatial traffic.

In order to futher verify the accuracy of using linear
regression model, different sampling window size of 3×3 km2

and 7×7 km2 are similarly studied, and the corresponding
results are illustrated in Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(c). Clearly, the
sampling window size variation does not violate the linearity.
Meanwhile, same tests are carried out in Rural1 and similar
conclusions are derived but with different fitting parameters.
More detailed numerical information are displayed in Table
III.

On one hand, linear regression model keeps better fitting
effect no matter the sample region is urban or rural. On
the other hand, the key parameter slope k is closely asso-
ciated with the BS type, without dependence on the sampling
window size. These findings indicate that BSs deployment
is deeply influenced by the subscribers’s demand as well
as the corresponding traffic dynamics over the space, and
imply that BSs density and traffic spatial density have almost
identical heterogeneity feature. Interestingly, it is consistent
with the findings in Section III-A that both BSs deployment
and traffic spatial pattern demonstrate the same distributed
characteristics (i.e., obeying α-Stable distribution), implying
the mutual essential interrelation.

C. Cellular Networks Evolution Trend

For City B, BS type is limited to microcell due to the
availability of our measurement dataset, but the intrinsic linear
dependence still remains the same as depicted in Section III-
B. Furthermore, by comparing the fitted parameters in 2G
and 3G scenes carefully, we discover that the k2G,microcell

is greater than the k3G,microcell regardless of region type. The
computed results are listed in Table IV. These experimental
results demonstrate that an upgraded BS in 3G own more

TABLE IV
SLOPE k OF MICROCELL IN 2G AND 3G CELLULAR NETWORKS, WHEN

SAMPLING WINDOW SIZE IS 5×5 KM2 .

Region

k Network
2G cellular network 3G cellular network

Urban 0.4029 (Urban1) 0.1529 (Urban2)
Rural 0.2919 (Rural1) 0.0772 (Rural2)

capacity and higher transmission rate than that in 2G.
Generally, some technological bottlenecks would be in-

evitable in cellular networks evolution for each generation.
Therefore, new and advanced technologies have been explored
to solve the confronted problems, thus achieving success in
network upgrading and optimization. Particularly, in view of
the difference of slope k in various cellular network scenarios,
a reasonable assumption can be stated as follows:

k2G > k3G > k4G. (5)

This equation indicates that BSs performance of each genera-
tion is under continuing improvement together with technology
development.

In actual situations, however, with the increase of traf-
fic load, it is impossible for the number of BSs to grow
linearly and infinitely, due to the physical and performance
constraints of each generation cellular network. Consequently,
there should be a certain critical state for each generation
cellular network. That is, the available service capability is
pre-determined, and if traffic demand increases continuously,
the network evolution would go through a network transition
(i.e., upgrading from 2G to 3G, then to 4G). In that regard, an
explanatory outline about how cellular network architecture
evolves is illustrated in Fig. 6. Whether it is a 2G era,
3G era or 4G era, linear dependence between BSs density
and traffic spatial density always exists but with different
slope k. Surely, the performance improvement of network
expects BSs with larger capacity to supply more traffic demand
meanwhile requires operators to implement less BSs to serve
more subscribers in certain area.

Based on the extensive analyses above, we can reach the
following remark.

Remark. BSs deployment (BSs density) and traffic distribution
(traffic spatial density) exhibit a strong linear dependence,
which suggests that the heterogeneity feature of the two quan-
tities is almost identical. The slope k in the linear regression
model implies the capacity performance of specific BSs and
can be adopted as a valuable performance metric in evaluating
the long-term evolution of cellular networks.

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper focuses on the comprehensive study about the
statistical relationship between BSs deployment and traffic
spatial distribution in cellular networks. For deployed BSs and
consumed traffic, α-Stable model characterizes their spatial
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Fig. 5. The fitting results of Urban1, when sampling window size varies.
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Fig. 6. The real cellular network architecture evolution trend.

distribution much better. Considering the actual situation that
BSs placement is deeply induced by traffic dynamics pattern,
we reveal the suitability of applying linear regression model
to display the statistical relationship between BSs density and
traffic spatial density, which is different from the conclusions
given by previous references. Additionally, because of the
needs to break through various technological bottlenecks, it
is unrealistic that the real network configuration will keep
unchanged forever. Specifically, the key value slope k would
inevitably decrease with cellular network evolution. It can be
foreseen that the new findings in this paper will be benefi-
cial for mobile operators on deploying BSs reasonably, thus
making network structure optimized and resource utilization
improved.
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